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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been a great uproar in the past four or five years 

about the way in which reading has been taught. As a result, the 

extent to which phonics^.should be used in the teaching of reading 

is debatable. 
■ ' J 

The general feeling among educators has been that the "word 

method"^ provides the best approach to the teaching of reading in 

the first grade. This idea has been substantiated by Bond and Wagner 

who stated: 

Most of the modern readers have carefully worked out 
vocabulary controls so that the child will not encounter 
many new words in comparison to the number of words he actu¬ 
ally reads. In various ways, which have been mentioned, the 
child is prepared for reading those words. In fact, he has 
been either given the name of the word or has been led to 
recognize the word before he meets it in his purposeful read¬ 
ing activity. When, however, he does have trouble with a 
word, that difficulty should not be focused upon as a diffi¬ 
culty. The teacher should at this stage tell him the word 
or lead him to guess it from the context.^ 

On the other hand, the public has been concerned with the teaching of 

phonics for a number of years, as was shown in one publication of Life 

^The term "phonics" is defined here as translating parts of 
written words into the sounds which they include. 

o 
The term "word method" is defined here as words in the vocabu¬ 

lary learned by sight.' 

^Bond, Guy L., and Wagner, Eva B., Teaching the Child to Read, 
p. 190. 
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Magazine: 

In Salt Lake City the Salt Lake Tribune published a 

reading primer as an indirect result of Rudolph Flesch*s 
best seller, "Why Johnny Can’t Read". Flesch charged that 

the nation’s children read poorly because schools have 

abandoned the old-fashioned phonic method of teaching by 

the sounds of letters* Instead, Flesch said, they were 

teaching by whole words. Thousands of parents have read 
the book, which has been synidacated in 120 newspapers, 

and taken up Flesch*s cry for a return to phonics.2* 

The importance of and need for more and earlier use of phonics 

led to the desire on the part of the writer to provide an outline for 

a functional program in phonics for the first grade. 

The Problem ' 

During the course of teaching the writer became conscious of 

the difficulties encountered by first graders in trying to learn new 

words. When they were faced with more new words than they could cope 

with in sight vocabulary, it was necessary to provide them with a 

modified plan of attack. To arrive at an acceptable solution to this 

problem seemed to entail a different approach. Two questions evolved 

as a result* The first of these was, "What are the criteria of a 

good phonics program in the first grade?" Once the criteria were de¬ 

termined a second question arose: "What should be the content of the 

phonics elements of a first grade reading program?" It was decided 

^"A Big Row Over Reading", Life, 39? 57-58, October 31# 1955* 
i 
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to investigate this problem and incorporate the findings into an out¬ 

line for a first grade phonics program. In this way the topic of 

this study, "A Skeletal Guide for a Functional Program of Phonics in 

the First Grade", was evolved. 

Procedures 

The first procedure used in determining necessary criteria for 

the program was an examination of literature available in the Montana 

State College Library, Additional information was obtained by writing 

letters to-reading consultants of representative book companies. After 

the criteria for the program were determined the next step was to select 

the content for the phonics program. The content for this program was 

selected on the basis of recommendations of the specialists in the field 

of reading and phonics, suggestions from other teachers, and personal 

experience. 

Limitations 

This study was limited to a program in phonics for the first 

grade. It was designed to develop an outline for a program of phonics 

to be used in conjunction with a reading program. 

Justification of the Study 

As a result of reading current literature, discussions with 

parents, and past experiences of the writer in the field of teaching 
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reading, the need for this study was shown. The public has become 

increasingly aware of the need for more phonics in the first grade 

program as was brought out by Langdon and Stout in the statement: 

A teacher must be ready to talk with parents about 
phonics. It is a matter in which they are greatly in¬ 
terested, and it is easy to understand why. They want 
their child to learn to read with ease and facility, and 
they see phonics as the key to this.5 

While the main objective of this study was to construct a 

course outline in phonics for the first grade, the first part of the 

problem was to discover the criteria for the program. This was ac¬ 

complished through a review of literature and information obtained 

by writing letters to reading consultants of representative book 

companies. The results are presented in Chapter II. 

•^Langdon and Stout, Helping Parents Understand Their Child1s 
School, p. 75. 
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CHAPTER II 

CRITERIA OF A PHONICS PROGRAM 

To determine a program in the use of phonics in teaching read¬ 

ing in the first grade, the criteria must be well established. After 

determining the criteria, the content of the program should be set up 

in agreement with the criteria. 

The criteria were formulated on the basis of the response to 

requests'1* sent to consultants in the field of reading and the findings 

of a search of the literature in the Montana State College Library. 

The Criteria 

In general, the authorities in the field were in agreement on 

the criteria for a phonics program in the first grade. The following 

list of criteria was found to be generally accepted: 

1. Auditory-visual perception of rhyming 

2. Auditory-visual perception of initial and final consonant 

sounds 

3. Auditory-visual perception of initial and final digraphs 

4. Auditory-visual perception of initial blends 

5* Auditory-visual perception of phonetic parts 

6. Auditory-visual perception of short vowel sounds 

4he requests were sent to the following book companies: Scott, 

Foresman and Company, John C. Winston Company, D. C. Heath and Company, 

American Book Company, The Steck Company, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Silver Burdett Company, Ginn and Company, Row, Peterson and Company, 

Laidlaw Bros., Inc., and the Macmillan Company. 
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?• Auditory-visual perception of long vowel sounds 

8, Auditory-visual perception of vowel digraphs - 

9* Auditory-visual perception of word structure: 

verb forms, plurals, compound words, and possessives 

10, Ability to substitute, beginning consonants and final 

consonants to form new words 

11, Ability to put sounds together in learning a simple 

word 

12* Ability to divide words in learning to pronounce them 

The criteria were discussed under sideheads in order to clarify 

tha exact meaning of each item in the list of criteria. In addition 

to clarifying the meaning of the criteria, the discussion was used 

to establish some of the consultants favoring each criteria and, in 

some:cases, to what extent. 

Auditory-visual perception of rhyming. Auditory-visual percep¬ 

tion of rhyming is the ability to hear and see words that are the same 

at the end. There was general agreement among the authorities that 

auditory-visual perception of rhyming should come early in the year.^ 

The importance of this skill in developing ear training for likenesses 

and differences was emphasized in a pamphlet published by Ginn and 

Company: 

Activities of this type develop ear training for 
likenesses and differences in sounds and sensitivity to rhym¬ 
ing words « , • They build-up favorable attitudes and develop 

2 Personal letters written by Kathryne Stevenson, reading consul¬ 
tant for Row, Peterson & Co,, and by Ann Bowman, reading consultant for 
D, C, Heath and Co,, to the author in April, 1980, 
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habits of listening very important to the reading process.3 

Auditory-visual perception of initial and final consonants. 

Auditory-visual perception of initial.and final consonants consists 

of the ability to hear and see the consonants at the beginning and 

end of words. In learning to read, great importance was placed on 

the ability to see and hear consonant sounds at the beginning and end 

of words. "Through instruction and ample practice, children learn to 

hear and distinguish sounds of the initial elements."^ 

Auditory-visual perception of initial and final digraphs. In 

this study the auditory-visual perception of initial and final digraphs 

has been interpreted as ‘the ability to hear and see digraphs at the 

beginning and end of words. A digraph has been defined as, "two- 

letter symbols representing one sound".5 Digraphs are also alluded to 

as "speech sounds."^ These symbols may be either two consonants or two 

vowels. The inclusion of digraphs in the phonics program was endorsed 

by several authorities in the field.7 

Audit ory-visual perception of initial blends. A blend is defined 

■^The Word Recognition Program. Ginn and Company, Palo Alto, 
California, 1958* p. 6. 

^Skills Taught in McKee Reading Series. Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Palo Alto, California, 1959* 

■^Promoting Growth in Word-Perception Skills. Scott, Foresman and 
Company, Chicago, Illinois, 195^* 

^Word Recognition Techniques. Row, Peterson, and Co., Evanston, 
Illinois, p. 3* 

?The Word Recognition Program, op. cit.. p. 19; and Skills Taught 
in McKee Reading Series, op. cit. 
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as a combination of elementary sounds to produce words. Using this 

as a basis, auditory-visual perception of initial blends has been 

construed as the ability to see and hear the sounds combined at the 

beginning of a word. This has been substantiated by the experts at 

Houghton Mifflin^, Ginn?, and Row, Peterson and Company.10 

Auditory-visual perception of phonetic parts. Auditory-visual 

perception of phonetic parts has been interpreted as hearing and seeing 

parts of words that are similar. This technique was upheld in the 

following statement: 

This technique is applied to the phonetic parts ar (car), 

ay (day), er (her), ew (new), ey (they), ir (bird), oo (too), 

or (work), ou (house), ow (show), ow (now), oy (boy), ur (nurse). 
Although this technique appears in the plans for superior and 

average groups only, there will come a time when immature groups 
will benefit from activities of this kind. 

J - -i p 

Other authorities who attested to this technique were Stevenson^ 

and Olson.^ 

Auditory-visual perception of short vowel sounds. This technique 

constituted the ability to hear and see the short vowel sounds in words. 

The technique has been used in the latter part of the first grade work. 

^Skills Taught in McKee Reading Series, op. cit. 

?The Word Recognition Program, op. cit., p. 2?. 

10Word Recognition Techniques, op. cit., p. 3* 

^Ibid., p. 2. 

• 12 ^ 

A personal letter written by Kathryne Stevenson, reading con¬ 
sultant for Row, Peterson and Company, to the author, April 4, i960. 
(Referred to hereafter as, Stevenson, letter.) 

■'A personal letter written by Blanche V. Olson, reading consul-- . 
tant for Houghton Mifflin Company, to the author on March 29, i960. 
(Referred to hereafter as, Olson, letter.) 

The 
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idea was established by Stevenson: "This technique is used late in 

the year with superior and average pupils only. At this time it is 

important to use it daily. 

This element has a place of eminence in the teaching of phonics. 

Authorities corroborating this theory were Ross-^, Olson-1*^, and 

Bentson.^ 

Auditory-visual perception of long vowel sounds. Auditory- 

visual perception of long vowel sounds has been interpreted as the 

ability to hear and see long vowel sounds in words which are encountered 

in the first grade. This problem is usually encountered by the superior 

and average pupils. This idea of presenting long vowel sounds in the 

first grade was confirmed by Stevenson in the statement: 

Long vowel sounds are taught in the latter part of 
the year. They are to be used with superior and- average 
pupils only. Daily use of vowels is recommended; 

This use of selective presentation has been reinforced by leading 

19 
authorities in the -field.-- .. . 

^Stevenson, letter, op. cit. 

■^A personal letter written by Charles S. Ross, editor-in-chief 
for Silver Burdett Company, to the author on May 5» I960. (Referred 
to hereafter as, Ross, letter.) 

•i ZT - 
XD01son, letter, op. cit. 

■^A personal letter written by Muriel Bentson, reading, consultant 
for Ginn_and Company, to the author on April 6, i960. (Referred to 
hereafter as Bentson, letter.) 

•^Stevenson, letter, op. cit. 

?-9ROSS, letter, op. cit.: Bentson, letter, op. cit.; Olson, 
letter, op. cit. 
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The value of teaching long and short vowel sounds to first 

graders was emphasized by McEathron in the statement: 

There are still the most important sounds to be 
taught, the vowels, A, E, I, 0, U (and sometimes Y). These 
can be taught simply and directly . • . Show him that when 
there is one of these in a word or syllable, it has the 
short sound • . • Then show him that when there are two vowels, 
the first one says its own (alphabet) name • . .20 

Auditory-visual perception of vowel digraphs. This element 

may be defined as the ability to hear and see double vowel sounds in 

words encountered in the first grade. Authorities agreed that this 

should be taught in the latter part of the first grade after the pupils 

have thoroughly mastered the sounds of the consonants and vowels pre¬ 

sented previous to this.^ These were not to be taught in isolation, 

however, but as parts of familiar words to be substituted in unknown 

words,V 

Auditory-visual perception of word structure: verb forms, 

plurals, compound words and possessives. Of particular importance in 

a phonics program in the first grade is the ability to hear and see 

how words are formed. Verb forms are the first of these to be con¬ 

sidered, as one authority pointed out: MAt a first year level this 

skill is used only with verbs whose base forms do not change with the 

addition of the suffixes s, ed, and ing."^ The ability to recognize 

^McEathron, Margaret, Teaching Phonics in the' Home and in the 
Classroom. 194?, p. 10. 

^Olson, letter, op. cit.; and McEathron, op. pit., p. 10. 

^Word Recognition Techniques, op. cit., p. 4. 
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plurals of words has been found to be a further aid to reading. 

Several writers in the field of reading have confirmed this idea#^ 

The ability to see and hear small words in a larger word has proven to 

. be a valuable aid to first graders in reading.^ To develop the ability 

to recognize variants formed by adding Jjs to root forms of words, has 

its place in the phonics program. This skill should be developed early 

in the school year. All of the authors consulted supported this idea. 

This element was further reinforced in publications from textbook 

companies,^ 

Ability to substitute beginning consonants and final consonants 

to form new words. The authors, who were consulted in determining the 

ability to substitute beginning consonants and final consonants to form 

new words, were in general agreement that-this is of particular value 

in attacking unknown words. One source maintained: ,,It is very desir¬ 

able to promote ability to apply consonant substitutions in attacking 

new words,”^ Most of the authorities have given this technique re¬ 

peated practice and use throughout the phonics program, Scott, Foresman 

and Company has designed filmstrips to provide additional practice in 

^The Word Recognition Program.^ op, cit,, p, 33? Word Recognition 
'Techniques, op. cit,. p, 4; and Developing Children * s Word-Perception 

Power. Scott, Foresman and Co., Chicago, Illinois, 195^* P* 3^* 

^Developing Childrenfs Word-Perception Power, op, cit,, p,22;- 
Word Recognition Techniques, op. cit., p. 4; and The Word Recognition 
Program, op. cit., p. 32. 

^The Word Recognition Program, op. cit., p.-33; Developing - 
Children * s Word-Perception Power, op. cit., p. 23; and Word Recognition 
Techniques, op., cit., p. 4,. 

^Developing Children1s Word-Perception Power, op. cit., p. 32. 
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substituting sounds in words to form new words: . 

Stimulating practice in initial-consonant substi¬ 
tution, auditory perception of rhyming and initial-consonant 
sounds, and visual-auditory perception of initial consonants 
aid in attacking unknown words* ^ ‘ 

Ability to put sounds together in attacking a simple word. 

This technique consisted of using the knowledge the pupil has gained 

in the foregoing phonics program to attack simple words of first grade 

vocabulary. Among the authorities28 there seems to be general agree¬ 

ment with Stevenson that the pupils* ability to read is helped by the 

ability to put sounds together: 

As soon as pupils know an initial sound, a phonetic 
part (ar, ow, etc.) and a final sound, they can put sounds 
together to attack words. This greatly enhances their read¬ 
ing ability.29 

Ability to divide words to attack them. The ability to divide 

words to attack them is a valuable aid to pupils learning to read new 

material. This skill is usually reserved for the latter part of the 

first grade and the second grade. The concensus of opinion was that 

the technique of dividing words should be reserved for the brighter 

students, due to the fact that this is considered difficult at this 

level. However, some authors expressed the view that average pupils 

could utilize this practice to the extent of finding known parts or 

27lbid., p. 33. 

28oison’, letter, 0£. cit.; Ross, letter, 0£. cit.; and Bentson, 
letter, op. cit. 

^Stevenson, letter, OJD. cit. 
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small words in larger words.This should not be construed as divid¬ 

ing words into syllables, which is usually reserved for grades higher 

than the first. - 

It has been generally agreed that audio-visual aids in teaching 

phonics are motivational as well as educational devices. Several 

companies have advocated using film-strips to assist in phonics pro¬ 

grams.^ 

The search of the literature in the Montana State College 

Library and the response to requests sent to consultants in the field 

of reading have shown these to be the general criteria accepted for a 

first grade program in phonics. These were used to formulate the 

content of the functional phonics program which is presented in Chapter 

III. , 

3°ROSS, letter, op. cit.; and Stevenson, letter, op. cit. 

^Ipeveloping Children * s Word-Perception Power, op. sit., p.' 33; 

and Skills Taught in McKee Reading Series, op. cit. 



CHAPTER III 

SKELETAL GUIDE FOR A FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ' 
OF PHONICS IN THE FIRST GRADE • 

The criteria in Chapter II were used as a basis for the con¬ 

struction of a skeletal course outline for a phonics program in the 

first grade. 

The following aims of a.phonics program, as stated by the 

Muskogee Public Schools, were consideted in the construction of the 

outline: 

1. To lay the foundation for independent reading 

2. To secure good enunciation 

3. To enable the child to hear and reproduce sounds correctly 

4. To lay the foundation for spelling simple words 

5* To promote-accurate pronunciation 

6. To secure ready recognition of words 

7# To help the child gain control over the organs of speech 
necessary to clear articulation and correct enunciation^- 

The content for the phonics program has been divided into six 

broad units to correspond to the six marking periods commonly found 

in many school systems.^ Each of the six broad units has been further 

divided into six smaller units to facilitate the use of the outline.^ 

^•Course of Study in Phonics. Muskogee Public Schools, Muskogee, 
Oklahoma, 193^» p. 1* 

^These are designated by Roman numerals in the outline. 

-^These are designated by capital letters in the outline. 
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The outline which follows is a combination of ideas developed from 

the criteria outlined in Chapter II, and the experiences of the 

writer. 

The phonics program outlined below was used by the writer in 

a first grade room in the Bozeman City School system for a period of 

three years. 

The phonics program was started at the opening of school in the 

fall. Consonant sounds are taught first, presenting each sound with a 

story and the printed symbol representing the sound. A key word is 

associated with the sound and the symbol. Other words beginning with 

this sound are named. Each day the previously learned sounds are re¬ 

viewed using a variety of games. After the short review, the new 

sound is taught. One day a week is reserved for reteaching difficult 

sounds, general review, or additional work on proper enunciation. 

The phonograms, vowels, digraphs, and blends are taught in a similar 

manner in the order designated in the outline. 

This method differs from the ordinary phonics program in five 

basic ways: 

1. The material is presented earlier in the school year 

than a regular phonics program. 

2. The presentation makes use of stories and games to motivate 

the pupils, and maintain a high interest in phonics. 

3. The individual sounds are isolated as opposed to the 

usual method, which consists of the child thinking what 

known word begins with the same sound as the unknown word. 
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4. More phonics material is presented in the first grade 

than is usually presented to first graders* 

’5* After the individual sounds, digraphs, and phonograms 

have been learned,- the child is able to sound new words 

by blending the known sounds. The ordinary method uses 

substitutions of beginning and ending sounds, and find¬ 

ing small words in larger words as an approach to attack¬ 

ing the new word. 

Although statistics were not available for substantiation, the 

writer has found, through discussions with other teachers, that first 

graders taught in the phonics program outlined here tend to have a 

higher median on achievement tests in reading than first graders taught 

the ordinary phonics program. Since this phonics program was taught in 

a school located in a commercial district, the mental ability of'the 

children would not appear to be better (if as good) than the mental 

ability of the children in the school in which the teachers taught the 

ordinary phonics program, which was located in a college area. Many 

of the children in the latter area were from the homes of college 

personnel. 

Course Outline 

I. Unit One^ 

A. First segment 

1. Single lette^~,•f,,. Tell story and teach: funny.- - • * . 

. ^To allow ease in reading, single spacing was used throughout 
the outline. 
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2. Single letter "l”*. Tell story and teach; look. 

3* ~ Single letter ,,r”. Tell story and teach; red. 
4. Single letters "c" and "k”. Tell story and teach; come, 

kite • 

Review, using games. 

B. Second Segment 

1. Single letter "d". Tell story and teach; dog. 

2. Single letter "s”. Tell story and teach; see. 

3* Single letter "t". Tell story and teach; to. 
4. Single letter "j”. Tell story and teach; jump. 

5* Review, using games. 

C. Third segment 

1. Single letter "p”. Tell story and teach; puff. 

2. Single letter ,,mn. Tell story and teach; mother. 

3* Single letter ’'n”. Tell story and teach; no. 
4. Single letter "g". Tell story and teach; go. 

5* Review. 

D. Fourth segment' .... 

1. Single letter ’’b”. Tell story and teach; blue. 
2. Single letter "h”. Tell story and teach; help. 

3. Single letter "v". Tell story and teach; violet. 

4. Single letter "w”. Tell story and teach; we. 

5* Review, using games. 

E. Fifth segment 

1. Single letter "a". Tell story and teach; zoo. 

2. Single letter "a". Tell story and teach; and. 

3# ‘.Sight word "and". Build words; land, hand, band. 
4. Sight word ‘'at*'. Build words; cat, hat, mat. 

5. Review, using games. 

F. Sixth segment 

1. Sight word "am". Build words; ram, ham, Sam. 

2. Sight word "an". Build words; can, pan, ran. 

3.. Single letter "y". Teach; yellow. 
4. Review all single letters, using games. 

5* Review sight words and build words from them. 

H. Unit Two 

A. First segment 

1. Sight word "all". Build words; ball, call. 
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2. Single letter ,,eM* Tell story and teach: egg, 

3* Phonogram^ "ed”. ' Build words: fed, red, bed* 
4* Phonogram ,,enM* Build words: hen, pen, men* 

5. Review, using games. 

B. Second segment 

1* Phonogram ’’ell’’.^ Build words: well, fell* 

2* Phonogram ,,endM* Build words: mend, tend* 

3* Teach single letter ,,o,,. Tell story and teach: on. 

4. Phonogram "ot". Build words: hot, not, pot* 

5* Phonogram '’ond”. Build words: pond, fond* 

C. . Third segment 

1. Phonogram "eg”. Build words: dog, log* 

2. Phonogram “om”. Build words: Tom, mom* 

3* Review, using games. 
4. Blend ’'bl” from blue* Build: bless, blot, 
5* Phonogram "ack”. Build words: black, sack. ' 

D. Fourth segment 

1. Single letter "i”. Tell story and teach: it, in. 

2. Phonogram "it”. Build words: hit, fit, sit. 

3* Phonogram "ill”. Build words: hill, will, sill* 
4. Phonogram ‘'in”. Build words: tin, fin, win. 

5# Phonogram ,,igM. Build words: pig* wig, fig. 

E. Fifth segment 

1. Review, using games. 

2. Single letter ‘'u”. Tell story and teach: up. 

3. Phonogram ,,up,,. Build words: cup, pup. 

4* Phonogram "ut". Build words: cut, nut. 

5. Phonogram "ust”. Build words: must, just. 

F. Sixth segment 

1. Review, using games. 

2. Phonogram "eat". Build words: beat, seat,, meat. 

3. Phonogram "ay". Build words: may, say,.way. 

4. Blend "si" from "sled". Build words: slim, sled. 

5. Phonogram "ight". Build words: light,-night, fight. 

■^A "phonogram" is defined here as a character or symbol used to 
represent a word, syllable or single speech sound. 
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III/ Unit- Three 

A. First segment. > 

1. Review, using games# 

2# Digraph ’’ch". Build words: chick, chat, cheat.. 

3* Blend ,,st,,• Build words: stick, still, stand. 
4# Phonogram "old”. Build words: fold, told, sold# 

5# Phonogram ’’ee”. Build words: see, bee, fee# 

B# .Second segment 

1. Review, using games. 

• 2# Phonogram “outBuild words: bout, pout, rout# 

3# Digraph "sh”# Build words: sheep, ship# 
4# Phonogram ‘'ow”. Build words: cow, how, now# 

5* Teach "ang” from "sang”. Build: rang, bang. 

C. Third segment 

1# Review, using games. 

* 2# Phonogram ’'ite”. Build words: kite, bite, site. 

3# Blend ,,br,,# Build words: brown, brand, bran# 

4# Blend "tr”. 'Build words: track, trill, trim. • 

5* Phonogram "ake”. Build words: cake, make,-wake# 

D. Fourth segment 

1# Review, using games. . ? 

2. Phonogram "orn”. Build words: bom, tom, horn. 

3# Teach "lug" from ,,singM. Build- sing, ring, ding. 

4# Phonogram “ail”. Build words: pail, sail, mail. 

5* Teach "y” from ,,cryM. Build words: my, by, cry. 

E. Fifth segment 

1. Review, using games. 

2. Phonogram "other”. Build words: mother, brother. 

3# Phonogram "ime". Build words: time, dime, lime. 
4. Phonogram'"oy". Build words: toy, ^boy, joy. 

5* Blend "dr". Build words: drop, drill, drum. 

F. Sixth segment 

1. Review, using games. 

2. Phonogram "un". Build words: run, bun, sun. 

3. Digraph "oo". Build words: coo, moo, too. 

4. Phonograph "ar". Build words: car, tar, star. 

5. Review all short vowel sounds. 
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IV. Unit Four 

A. First segment - Review everything presented thus far. 

Phonograms: Blends: Digraphs: Endings: 
ack oy bl ch. s 
ake ow br sh ed^ 
ang ite tr 00 ing 
ay ing • st ee 
and ill 
at ime V 
all ight 
ail other . 

old ar 7 f 
out ust 
om 

Blend these: 
ay: d,b,s,r,h, l,m,p,w,fr,br ,sl,gr,pr,tr,pl. 
ing: s,r,w,br,sl,k,sw,str,cl,fl. 
out: b,cl,fl, sn,sh. 
all: c,b,st,f »h,t. 

Words for testing: 
wood, hush, nail, stood, growl, sweet. 

B. Second segment 

1. / Phonogram “ear”. Build words: hear, near, fear. 
2. Digraph ,,thn. Build words: thin, thing. 
3. Phonogram ‘’ink”. Build words; link, pink, sink. 
4. Blend these: 

th: think, thin, thing, thick. 
ear: hear, near, fear, gear, tear, spear, shear. 
en: then, den, ben, hen, men, pen, ten. 

5* Blend these: 
ink: think, link, kink, mink, pink, rink, sink, wink, 

blink, brink, chink. 
ou: count, cloud, loud, about, bound, round, found. 

Words for testing: 
played, wished,' haystack. 

C. Third segment' 

1. Phonogram ,,ain,,. Build words: rain, Spain, stain, fain, 
gain, main, pain, grain, train, plain. 

2. Phonogram ,,ould,,. Build words: would, could, should. 
3. Blend "gl". Build words: glad,-glen, glee, glum. 
4. Blend "sp”. Build words: spy, spot, sped, spin, spill. 
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5*\ Review "s" for ending* Build, words: apples, trees, 

dolls, barns, days, tops, wings, beds. 

Words for testing:.. 

going, opening, happen, flying, sang. 

D. Fourth segment 

1. Phonogram "ane". Build words: cane, mane, lane. 

2. Digraph ,,wh,,. Build words: which, why, when. 

3. Phonogram "oat”. Build words: boat, goat, coat, moat. 
4. Phonogram "ank”. Build words: bank, hank, lank, rank. 

5. Phonogram "ly”. Build words: Sally, sadly, hardly. 

Words for testing: 
barnyard, haystack, brightened, making, nearly, 

gladly 

E. Fifth segment 

Phonogram Mate". Build words: date, fate, gate, late, 

mate, hate, pate, Kate, rate, crate, slate, plate, 

grate. 

Phonogram "ide". -Build words: hide, ride, side, tide, 
wide, bride, slide, pride, stride. • 

Ending "er". Build words: her, summer, runner, hunter. 

Ending ”edH. Build words: called, jumped, looked, 

rained, played, filled, cried. 

Review, using games. 

Words for testing: 

flat, fear, eating, butterfly. 

F. Sixth segment 

1. Phonogram "qu”. Build words: quick, quack, quill, queen. 

2. Phonogram "ew”. Build words: flew, new, mew, few. 

3. Phonogram "ur". Build words: fur, purr, nurse, hurt, 

purse. 

4. Review all single letters. 

5. Review all phonograms, blends, digraphs, and endings. 

V. Unit Five 

A. First segment 

1. Phonogram ‘'id”.. Build words: did, rid, lid, hid, slid. 
2. Phonogram ’’ir”.:, ^ Build words: first, thirst, dirt, shirt. 

3. Single letter “x*1 used at the end of words. Build words: 

' six, fox, ox, box. , * 
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4* Phonogram "alk". Build words: talk, walk, chalk. 

5* Review, using games. . 

Words for testing: 

hanging, bringing, golden, opened, inside. 

B. Second segment 

1. Phonogram ”ickn. Build words: Dick, lick, nick, 
pick, rick, sick, tick, trick, brick. 

2. Review phonogram "ack”. Build words: black, slack, 
clack, snack, smack, stack, whack. 

3. Phonogram '’eck**. Build words: deck, neck, peck, 
fleck, check, speck. 

4. Phonogram "uck”. Build words: duck, luck, struck, 

truck, stuck, cluck, pluck. 

5. Phonogram "ock”. Build words: cock, dock, rock, 
clock, stock, frock. 

Words for testing: 
cracker, quacking, backbone, greenback, brick¬ 

layer, quickstep. 

C. Third segment 

Final e lengthens the preceding vowel. 

mad made bit bite 

bat bate rid ride 

can cane dim dime 

cap cape rip ripe 

pan:? pane slid slide 

met mete cut cute 

pet Pete cub cube 

cop cope tub tube 

not note ! rot rote 

Words for testing: 
chip , chin, chair , chat, chill, chick, chop, 

necklace, milestone, brakeman, checkmate, nickname. 

D. Fourth segment 

1. Phonogram ‘’ild”. Build words: wild, child, mild. 

2. Phonogram "ind". Build words: find, blind, hind, 

mind, wind. 

3. Ending ,,ble,,. Build words: nibble, gobble, bubble, • 

' stumble, grumble, tumble. '• 
4. Phonogram ’’ace". Build words: face, race, mace, lace. 

5• Review,- using game s. 
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• Words for testing: . 
. window, rainbow, sprinting, smothering, statehouse, 

E. Fifth segment 

1* Phonogram "ow". Build words: snow, low, crow, grow, 

blow, mow, 

2, Blend ‘'cl". Build words: clad, clam, clap, clay, 

clip, club, click, clack, clock, 

3, Ending "en”. • Build words: golden, wooden, beaten, 

, frighten, listen, darken, thicken, 

4, Review. 

5* Words for testing: 
maiden, amendment, happened, sixpence, mistake, 

laden, packet, stalking. 

F. Sixth segment - ' 

General review in areas where it is needed. 

VI. Unit Six 

A. First segment 

Usually in words having two vowels together, the first 
vowel has its own long sound and the second is silent. 

coat sleep sail tie sea 

road peep • rain pie bead 

roar sweet main lie read 

goat. keep claim die seat 

soap green maid bye meat 

coach seen train rye seal 

loaf deep paid dye flea 

board lead leap sear 

Words for testing: 
-undertake, cheapen, speeding, reaping, railing, creeper, 

smearing, beehive. 

B. Second segment 

1. Phonogram "aw”. Build words: saw, caw, straw, flaw, 
claw, . - 

2. Beginning "pre". Build words: pretend, prepare, precook. 

3. Beginning Mben. Build words: began, beside, between. 
4. Beginning "wr”. Build words: write, wrote, wring, 

wrong. . 

5* Review. • : 
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' Words for testing? 
grapevine, trombone, sling, crooning, glimmering, 
thanksgiving, happening, whippoorwill. , 

C. Third segment 

Contrast endings: 
tall taller tallest^ 
big bigger biggest 
mad madder f maddest : 

fat fatter fattest 
long longer longest 
call called calling 
beg begged begging * 
bag bagged bagging 
net netted • netting 
slip slipped - A slipping 
strip stripped stripping 
bank banked > banking 
stop stopped stopping 
ship shipped shipping 
drip : . dripped dripping 

D. Fourth segment 

1. Phonogram ''awl”. Build words: bawl, crawl. 
2. Phonogram ’’ought”. Build words: bought, fought. 
3. Beginning ”gn”. Build words: gnaw, gnome. 
4. Beginning .'!kn”.-< Build words: knew, know, knot. 
5. Words for testing: 

trousers, wigwam, growled, started, fortune, 
pumpkin, moment, midnight, surprise. 

E. Fifth segment v 

Review rules I, II, III. 

Review all words from the basic reader which come under v 
these rules. 

F. Sixth segment 

General review: single sounds, phonograms, endings, digraphs, 
and beginnings. 

The summary of the findings of this study, the conclusions, and 

recommendations appear in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER. IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The principle objective in this study has been to construct a 

skeletal outline for a functional program of phonics in the first 

grade. 

The first part of the study involved a review of literature, 

and the responses to requests sent to consultants in the field of 

reading to determine the need and establish criteria for a phonics 

program in the first grade. The criteria determined were: 

1. Auditory-visual perception of rhyming 

2. Auditory-visual perception of initial and final consonant 

sounds 

3. Auditory-visual perception of initial and final digraphs 

4. Auditory-visual perception of initial blends 

5. Auditory-visual perception of phonetic parts 

6. Auditory-visual perception of short vowel sounds 

7. Auditory-visual perception of long vowel sounds 

8. - Auditory-visual perception of vowel digraphs 

9. Auditory-visual perception of word structure: verb 

forms, plurals, compound words, and possessives 

10. Ability to substitute beginning consonants and final con¬ 

sonants to form new words 

11. Ability to put sounds together in learning a simple word 

12. Ability to divide words in learning to pronounce them 
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The second part of the study consisted of the construction of 

a skeletal outline for a phonics program in the first grade based upon 

the criteria found in Chapter II. 

Conclusions 

The result of this study has shown that all the authorities 

consulted agreed phonics should be taught. The amount of phonics to 

be taught in the first grade, however, was debatable insofar as the 

public and the consultants in the field of reading were concerned. 

The method of teaching phonics was, also, under discussion. The con¬ 

sultants preferred the substitution method, while much of the public 

was asking for the method of teaching by the sounds of the letters. 

Due to the favorable comments from parents and associate teachers 

on the results of the phonics program outlined in this study, the writer 

feels the program warrants further experimentation to provide statis¬ 

tical substantiation of this program as compared to the ordinary program. 

Recommendations 

The writer recommends that a program of this type with modifi¬ 

cations to fit the needs of the individual pupil be made available to 

teachers involved.in studies of different types. With the necessary 

data, the teachers making the study could develop the substantiation 

of this program on a statistical basis. Further study on the use of 

phonics by other school personnel is recommended, especially in the 

grades immediately above the first grade. 
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